In multiple simultaneous hypothesis testing (MSHT), a significance thresholding function as a scalar statistic can be designed in an adaptive manner by sharing information among many tests performed simultaneously. By using such an adapted statistic, MSHT has greater detection power than tests using simple individual statistics. To systematically obtain an optimal thresholding function that maximizes the detection power in MSHT, Storey (2007) proposed a theoretical framework called the optimal discovery procedure (ODP). He also proposed an empirical estimation of the ODP thresholding function for a parametric MSHT that presupposes parametric forms of the null and alternative likelihood functions. Empirical Bayesian testing (Efron et al. 2001) , which is based on a non-parametric treatment of arbitrary test statistics, has sometimes exhibited comparable power to the ODP. These two MSHT frameworks appear to be closely related but, because of differences in their approach (frequentist vs. Bayesian), the relationship is not well understood.
Introduction
When multiple hypothesis testing problems are examinedsimultaneously, solving the set of problems in total is referred to as multiple simultaneous hypothesis testing (MSHT) . This procedure has both advantages anddisadvantages in comparison to individual hypothesis testing.
Muchwork has been done to resolve the difficulties in MSHT that arise from the p-values andsimilar criteria for controlling the significance level in individual tests not being directly applicable to MSHTconditions. To appropriately control the significancelevel in MSHT, correction of the p-values (Bonferroni, 1935) , family-wise error rate (FWER) (Shaffer, 1995) ,andfalse discoveryrate (FDR) (Benjamini andHochberg, 1995) have been proposed. However, MSHT also has advantages that haverecently been noted; namely,wecanperform a better test that decreases the type-II error rate regardless of the preset type-I error rate by sharing information across all tests examinedsimultaneously.
In this study, weattempt to develop better test statistics in MSHT by utilizing its advantages. Let x i def = (x i1 , . . . , x in ) be an observation vector for the ith test, i = 1, . . . , m, where m is the numberof multiple tests andn the numberof observations for theith test. The functionz = z(x) ∈ Z is a test statistic if a statistical test is defined by a rejection region, R ⊂ Z, such that the ith null hypothesis is rejected iff z(x i ) ∈ R. In MSHT, a test statistic canbe designed by using all the observations. Thus, wedenote it by z(x; D), whereD is the set of all observations D = {x 1 , . . . , x m }. Such a statistic is adaptive, contrasting with simple statistics, whichdependon the observations for the corresponding test but not on those for the other tests. A test statisticS(x) is specificallycalled a significance thresholding function, or thresholding function in short, whenit is a scalar used for a one-sided test by setting a certain threshold λ that is common betweenall tests i = 1, ..., n. In this study,weconsider the adaptivethresholding function S(x) = S z (z(x; D)), whichis based on an optimally designed adaptive statistic z(x; D).
Adaptive statistics have been shownto be powerfulandhave been increasingly used in recent gene expression microarraystudies. For detecting differentially expressed (DE) genes, the simple statisticcc t-s ore has long been a naive choice. A regularizedt-score wasthen shownto be more powerful than the tscore whensignificance analysis of microarrays (SAM) wasperformed (Tusher et al., 2001) . From our viewpoint, the regularized t-score canbe considered both a simple andadaptive statistic, depending on the situation; it is simple whenthe regularization term in the denominatorof the regularizedt-score is set arbitrarily, as in the original setting (Tusher et al., 2001 ), but it canbe adaptive whena common heuristic in whichthe regularization term is set at the 10th percentile of the standarderror over all genes is used. A more complicated data-adaptivetest statistic has also been proposed (Mukherjee et al., 2005) that has exhibited higher detection powerthan the t-statistic andSAM.
A theoretical basis for designing optimal thresholding functions, called the optimal discoveryprocedure (ODP) (Storey, 2007) , has been established; namely, a common, rigorously optimal thresholding functionfor an MSHTcan be systematicallyderivedif null andalternative likelihood functions are available for all tests in the MSHT. Although the ODPis ideal rather than practical, an empirical estimation of the ODP (EODP) function for DE gene detection wasalso proposed that introducedparametric likelihood functions for all null andalternative hypotheses. The EODP exhibited great detection power in comparison to other existing thresholding functions . Recently, a thresholding functioncalled the multi-dimensional local FDR (Ploner et al., 2006) has been proposed for DE gene detection, anda comparisonstudy (Perelman et al., 2007) showedthat it had comparable or superior detection power to the EODP if the multi-dimensional local FDR was calculated for a specific multi-dimensional statistic.
The multi-dimensional local FDR was designed by extending Efron's empirical Bayesian testing framework (Efron et al., 2001) ; in this framework,a thresholding functionis calculatedin a nonparametric manner andis not based on anyparametric assumptions about null andalternative likelihood functions. Thus, although the multi-dimensional local FDRexhibited verysimilar performanceto the EODP, its near optimality has not been theoretically supported by the ODP theory. In this article, weclarify the relationship betweenparametric andnon-parametric assumptions about likelihood functions, whichwill in turn clarify the relationship betweenthe EODP andthe multi-dimensional local FDR. Then, wereformulate the multi-dimensional local FDRfromthe viewpointof the ODP theory and propose the newconceptof an optimal sufficientstatistic (OptSS) for which the local FDRbecomesequivalent to the ODP thresholding function. Subsequently, wepresent an integrated viewof theoretically sufficientpresumptions to achieve optimal thresholding functions in MSHT, whichprovides a general guideline for designing tests useful in practice for various MSHTproblems.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2, wepresent a general formulation for handling MSHT problems, briefly reviewing twoimportant methodsfor designing useful significance thresholding functions, the ODP andthe local FDR. Wealso show the hierarchical relationship holding within the sets of presumptions to obtain the two functions. In Section 3, wepropose the newconceptof OptSS for MSHTwith parametric hypotheses andprove that the multi-dimensional local FDR on the OptSS becomes an optimal thresholding functionin the same sense as the ODP. Wealso extend the definitionof optimality to makeit applicable to more general MSHTproblems with non-andsemi-parametric forms of null andalternative hypotheses. In Section 4, wediscuss practical issues whenseeking feasible andeffective waysto estimate empirically optimal thresholding functions. In Section 5, we derive several examples of the OptSS to show that the optimal thresholding functionbased on a parametric MSHTmodelis still optimal for a widerrange of semi-parametric MSHTmodels. Section 6concludesthe article.
Thresholdingfunctions in MSHT

MSHT and four types of presumption
Consider an MSHTproblem in whichwehave m(≥ 2) pairs of null andalternative hypotheses, H 0i and H 1i , i = 1, . . . , m, andcorresponding observations x i ∈ X . Weattempt to makea decision for each of the tests i = 1, . . . , m as to whether or not to reject the corresponding null hypothesis. Let a binary randomvariable ψ i denote the decision of the ith test, such thatψ i = 1 and ψ i = 0 denote rejection andacceptance,respectively, of the ith null hypothesis H 0i anda binary constant h i denote the ground truth; namely,if the alternative (respectively null) hypothesis is true, then h i = 1 (respectively h i = 0). In addition, letπ 0 = (1/m) ∑ m i=1 (1 − h i ) denote the true proportion of null hypotheses that hold in the MSHT. We assume 0 < π 0 < 1 bysimplyignoring the extreme situations π 0 = 1 and π 0 = 0.
In general, a statistical hypothesis testing procedure is designed in accordancewith a model, i.e., a set of presumptions about the data generation process, for each of the null andalternative hypotheses. Modelscansometimes be described in terms of an explicit probabilistic notation andsometimes not. Weclassify the modelsinto four types.
Exactmodel Null andalternative distributions of observation x, p(x|h = 0) and p(x|h = 1), respectively, are explicitly presumed.
Parametric model Null andalternative distributions of observation x are assumedto have a parametric form of density function p(x|θ) with a parameter θ whose value is unknown, where θ ∈ Φ (respectively θ ∈ Θ ∩ Φ c ) holds if the null (respectively alternative) hypothesis is true. Φ c is the complement set of Φ. In parametric models,θ has a finite number of degrees of freedom. Usually,the null hypothesis is includedas a special case of the alternative hypothesis; namely,Φ ⊂ Θ holds. Evenwhenthe parameter of the null hypothesis is constant, i.e., Φ = {θ 0 }, the test procedure is said to be parametric if the parameter of the alternative hypothesis is variable.
Semi-parametric model A semi-parametric formof density functionis denotedas p(x|θ, ξ) , whereξ is a nuisance parameter withpossibly infinite degrees of freedom. For the parameter θ, θ ∈ Φ (respectively θ ∈ Θ ∩Φ c ) holds if the null (respectively alternative) hypothesis is true, whereas the nuisance parameter ξ does not appear in the definitions of the null and alternative hypotheses.
Non-parametricmodel A test statisticz(x) andthe corresponding statistical test are directly defined underthe assumption that z(x) adequately represents the observation x. Neither the null nor alternative distribution is explicitly assumedto be a parametric function.
As an example, consider a test of means. A scalar randomvariable x is assumedto be given by x = µ + ϵ, where µ = 0 (respectively µ ̸ = 0) if the null (respectively alternative) hypothesis is true and ϵ∈ R is a scalar random variable called noise. An exact modelis available if weknowan exact alternative hypothesis µ = µ 1 (̸ = 0) andan exact noise density function p(ϵ). A parametric modelis the most common; weoften assume a parametric density function of the noise variable, e.g., Gaussian noise p(ϵ | σ 2 ) = N(ϵ | 0, σ 2 ) with a variance parameter σ 2 . In a semi-parametric model, wedo not assume an explicit distribution for the noise, p(ϵ), whichis equivalent to assuming a conditional density function p(ϵ|ξ) with a nuisance parameter ξ with possibly infinite degrees of freedom. In a non-parametric model, wesimply need a statistic to adopt, e.g., Student's t-statistic, without anyexplicit presumptions on the function formfor either the null or alternative density. Thus, in this case, it is not necessarily presumedthat the t-statistic obeys Student's t distribution. Such a presumption is still called a non-parametric model in this article because the statistic used for the test should be selected so as to clearly differentiate betweenpossible observations generated fromthe null and alternative hypotheses. One may think some of the above modelsare equivalent because they lead to exactly the same test decision. Note, however, that in this article wedistinguish betweenthese types of modelin order to focus on whatis implicitly or explicitly presumedin each modelandto clarify the relationship betweenvarious presumptions in the models. Such discussion is important because the numberof possible presumptions increases for multiple testing problems andthe set of presumptions that best fits a specific problem should be chosen from the possible combinations. Wedo not consider hybrid cases in whichmore than twoof the parametric, semi-parametric, and non-parametric modelsare simultaneously used in MSHT, for simplicity.
ODP theory
The optimal discoveryprocedure (ODP) (Storey, 2007) presents a novelframeworkto deal with MSHTproblems, with twoimportant characteristics. First, optimality (powerfulness) of MSHT is defined on the basis of the expected numbers of both false positives ( ψ i , h i ) = (1, 0) andtrue positives ( ψ i , h i ) = (1, 1) rather than simply on the basis of the type-I error, as in cases of a false discovery rate (FDR) andfamily-wise error rate (FWER).Second, Storey showedthat a common significance thresholding function for all tests i = 1, ..., m, rather than a specific function for each test i in the MSHT, can lead to the most powerful test.
Formal construction of the ODP is based on null andalternative density functions for all tests;
.., n, whichrepresent the null andalternative hypotheses, respectively. Note that f 0i (x) (or f 1i (x)) does not necessarily exist in the case of h i = 1 (or h i = 0). Storey (2007) defined type-I andtype-II errors of a rejection region R ⊂ X in a mannerthat considers the total outcomeof the simultaneous tests, i.e., the expected numberof true positives (ETP) andthe expected numberof false positives (EFP):
Definition 1:optimal rejection region and optimal thresholding function A rejection regionR is optimal if there is no other rejection region Storey (2007) showedthat the optimal thresholding functionis available in a closed form, whichis called a theoretical realization of the ODP (TODP).
Lemma 1:
5 Suppose thatm tests are simultaneously performed on observed datasets x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x m , where the ith observation has been generated fromeither the null densityf 0i or the alternative densityf 1i for i = 1, . . . , m. Suppose without loss of generality that the null hypothesis is true ( h i = 0) for tests i = 1, 2, . . . , m 0 andthe alternative is true ( h i = 1) for the remaining testsi= m 0 +1 , . . . , m. In this case, the following significance thresholding functionis the ODP:
Because monotonictransformations of the TODPthresholding function, i.e., adding a constant, multiplying by a constant, taking a reciprocal, andso on, maintain the optimality, the following three thresholding functions are also optimal.¯f
where the following average likelihood functions have been defined:
The left side of eqn. (3) is a useful form because it is based on averaged likelihoods rather than on individuallikelihoods f 0i , f 1i , i = 1, ..., m. The optimalityof eqn. (4)wasnotedas a corollary byStorey (2007) andis also useful because the statistic does not dependdirectly on the alternative distribution f 1 . Last, eqn. (5) is the local FDR that canbe estimated in an empirical Bayesian framework.
The above-mentionedquantities are laid out in Fig. 1 to illustrate their hierarchical relationships.
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where empirical alternative andnull likelihood functionŝ
are obtained bythe maximum likelihood estimation
respectively. In eqn. (6), wehaveassumedthat the binary variables are somehowestimated asĥ i ; for example, they can be estimated on the basis of a conventionalsimple test, such as the t-test for testing the mean. There is considerable roomto improvethe empirical estimation of the optimal thresholding function, andwewill discuss this further in Section 4.
Empirical Bayesiantestingand local FDR
Next weconsider empirical Bayesian testing for non-parametric MSHTs (Efron et al., 2001) . In this case, weomit the index i of MSHTandsimplyconsider that each statistic z ∈ Z randomly occurs fromeither the null or alternative density, f * 0 (z) or f * 1 (z), with probability π * 0 or 1− π * 0 , respectively; that is, a mixture modelis assumed:
Wecall f * , f * 0 , f * 1 pooled likelihood functions, whichare defined on a statistic z, in contrast to the averaged likelihood functionsf,¯f 0 ,¯f 1 , whichare defined on the full set of the observed data. Note that the null probability π * 0 may be different fromthe true null proportion π 0 .
Empirical Bayesian testing is based on a quantity called the local FDR:
Optimal rejection region FDR control
Figure 1: A hierarchical relationship betweentheoretically presumedquantities behind optimal thresholding functions. A solid arrow fromA to B denotes information flow fromparent A to child B so that B is available if all parent quantities of A are available. The three quantities indicated by the dotted lines are optimal thresholding functions, each of whichdetermines the optimal rejection region bysetting anarbitrary threshold. However, onlythe rightmost quantity canbe used for the FDRcontrol.
This quantity canbe seen as a posterior probability that the null hypothesis holds in such a condition that z is observed, i.e.,l(z) = p(h = 0 | z). When a rejection regionR ⊂ Z is defined on the space of statistic Z, the FDR, a functionof the rejection region, is defined as
The FDRhas an important relationship with the local FDR:
where the meanon the right side is taken overi such that z i ∈ R holds. Consequently, whena rejection region is defined as R = {z ∈ Z; l(z) < α} for 0 < α < 1, the FDRis controlled as FDR( R) < α. Namely,the local FDRis used as a significance thresholding functionin empirical Bayesian testing.
To estimate the local FDR,l(z), a non-parametric methodcanbe used. As an easy example, wecanobtain the local FDRbyestimating its elements, i.e., the density functions f * (z) and f * 0 (z) andthe null probability π * 0 , aŝ
In the above estimation, the density functions are calculatedaŝ
where k(.) is a kernel function such thatk(z) ≥ 0 and ∫ k(z) dz = 1 hold, and z i , i = 1, ..., m and z (b) , b = 1, ..., B are observed andsimulated statistics, respectively. m is the numberof observations, i.e., the numberof tests, and B is an arbitrary numberof simulated null statistics.
The observed statistic z i = z(x i ) is calculatedfor each observationx i , whichis regarded as a random sample from f * (z). The simulated null statistic is generated by a random process based on a bootstrap or permutation procedure such that the statistic canbe considered a randomsample from f * 0 (z). The null probability π * 0 is estimated asˆπ
where R c ⊂ Z is a region such that almost all samples in R c are null samples andthe estimated proportion is conservative, i.e., E[π 0 ] > π 0 .
Bayesian and frequentistviews of parametric MSHTs
In this section, wediscuss differences andcommonalitiesbetweenthe MSHT frameworksbased on the ODP theory andon empirical Bayes, whichcome fromthe frequentist andBayesian viewpoints, respectively. The mostessential differenceis that the parameterθ i of the likelihood function f(x; θ i ) is not a random variable fromthe frequentist viewpointbut is one fromthe Bayesian viewpoint. This causes the following differences in intermediate quantities to be estimated for MSHTs.¯f
• In parametric MSHTs, the averaged likelihood functions, are non-random quantities to be estimated in the ODP, whereas in nonparametric MSHTs, the pooled likelihood functions, f * (z) , f
• The null proportion π 0 is an important quantity to be estimated in the ODP, whereas the true null probabilityπ * 0 is estimated in empirical Bayesian testing. The former ( π 0 ) is regarded as a randomvariable in empirical Bayesian testing, but not in the ODP theory.
• The EFP andETP are an important pair of outcomesin the ODP; they are not randomvalues in the ODP theory, whereas they are random values closely related to the FDRin the empirical Bayesian framework.
In spite of these differences, these twoframeworksare essentially identical as a test procedure, as wewill showin this section.
To clarify the differences andcommonalitiesbetweenthe twoframeworks for parametric MSHTs, we consider in particular a hierarchical generative modelin a parametric form:
where h indicates the null (h = 0) or alternative ( h = 1) hypothesis anda binomial process, Binomial( π 0 ), randomly determines whichhypothesis is the ground truth. p(θ|h = 0) and p(θ|h = 1) denote the null andalternative densities of the latent parameter θ, respectively. p(x|θ) denotes a parametric modelof the observation x. In each test of the MSHT, i= 1, ..., m, weassume that h i and θ i are generated first andthen x i andthe corresponding statistic z i = z(x i ) are observed. Wealso assume that z i is a statistic such that the likelihood functionp(z i |θ i ) is explicitly available.
The hierarchical modelabove can be dealt with in both the ODP and empirical Bayesian frameworks. For empirical Bayesian testing, weconsider the pooled likelihood functions obtained by marginalizing out the parameter θ; f *
. Because the priorp(θ|h) is not necessarily parametric, these functions are estimated in a non-parametric manner. For the ODP, on the other hand,the samehierarchical modelis regarded as a parametric model for each test, p(z i |θ i ), andthe true parametersθ i andthe conditions h i for all tests i = 1, ..., m are estimated. Note that weconsider the cases where the parametric modeling for a statistic z i is equivalent to those for x i , andthe averaged likelihood functions¯f(x) ,¯f 0 (x) and¯f 0 (x) bring information that is equivalent to those brought by parametric likelihood functions for all tests i = 1, ..., m; this case is formallydefined in Section 3. Thus, the difference remaining betweenthe ODPtheory andthe empirical Bayesian setting is that
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Consequently, the averaged likelihood function¯f(z) in the ODP theory canbe seen as a randomvariable in empirical Bayesian testing because each parameter θ i is a random variable such that
where E[ ·] denotes the expectation with respect to the hierarchical generative model(9). Similarly, wehave
Note that the averaged density of the statisticz,¯f(z), is easily obtained fromthe averaged density of the observation¯f(x), i.e., wecanuse a statistic z = z(x) such that¯f(z) is easily calculated. Note also that, according to our notation, f(z) and f(x), whichare considered abbreviations of the notations f Z (z) and f X (x), respectively, are distinguished.
In spite of the above differences, wecan also emphasize a commonality based on the exchangeability of estimation methodsbetweenthe twoframeworks. Exchangeability means, for example, that whena functionˆf(z) is an estimation of the true pooled likelihood function f * (z), at the sametime,ˆf(z) is an estimation of the average likelihoodf(z). This commonality implies that wecanequate the pooled andaveraged densities without having a critical effect on the finaloutcome. For this reason, wecanregard both f * 1 (z) /f * 0 (z) and¯f 1 (z) /¯f 0 (z) as equivalent thresholding functions.
The hierarchical relationship betweenseveral quantities for empirical Bayesian testing is shownin Fig. 2 withconsideration to the above-mentionedcommonality betweenthe ODP andempirical Bayesian frameworks.
Optimalsufficient statistics
In this section, we present the newconcept of optimal sufficientstatistics (OptSS) for whichthe local FDRbecomesan optimal thresholding function.
An empirical Bayes frameworkfor MSHTwasoriginally proposed for improving conventionalsimple statistics, such as the t-score. For a simple statistic, f * and f * 0 are easily estimated bynon-parametric density estimation from empirical samples andsimulated null samples, respectively. However, wecan arbitrarily select the statistic z; it canbe a multi-dimensional vector if a nonparametric density estimation is available on the multi-dimensional space of the statistic. For DE gene detection problems, MSHTusing a local FDRfor a two-dimensional(2D)statistic is shownto be a powerful test (Ploner et al., Figure 2 : An illustrative mapping of the hierarchical relationship between theoretically presumedquantities behind the local FDR. When a statistic z is an OptSS z * , as defined in Section 3, the local FDR is also an optimal thresholding function. The arrows have the samefunctions as those in Fig. 1.   2006 ). A comparison studybetweenthe 2D local FDR andthe EODP reported that the 2D local FDRshoweda slightly better detection power with a smaller computationcost than that of the EODP (Perelman et al., 2007) .
An extreme case is to consider an identity statistic z = z(x) = x. In this case, the local FDRl
is an optimal thresholding function. This is an intuitive reason that the local FDR for an appropriate statistic exhibited a similar result to that of the ODP in DE gene detection tasks. Although the local FDRfor the identity statistic wasbriefly discussed in Efron et al. (2001) , as far as weknow,the relationship betweenthe local FDRandthe ODP has never been noted, partly because it is not plausible to directly estimate the density of the observed variable x on a high-dimensional space X in a non-parametric manner.
OptSS for parametric MSHT
Let a statisticz= z(x) ∈ Z be a sufficient statistic with respect to a parametric likelihood function p(x|θ) , θ ∈ Θ if a function of x, α(x; z) exists such that p(x|z, θ) = p(x|z) = α(x; z) holds. It should be noted that the parameter space Θ should be specified in the above definition because a space Φ other than Θ canlead to a different sufficientstatistic. It is important to consider the case where an inclusion relationship Φ⊂ Θ holds. In this case, if z is a sufficientstatistic w.r.t. p(x|θ) , θ ∈ Θ, z is also a sufficientstatistic w.r.t. p(x|θ) , θ ∈ Φ. Therefore, if a pair of null andalternative hypotheses are defined as p(x|θ) with H 0 : θ ∈ Φ and H 1 : θ ∈ Θ ∩Φ c , z is a sufficientstatistic for both of the hypothetical models. In such a situation, z brings sufficient information to accomplishhypothesis testing withrespect to both hypotheses.
Weextend the concept of sufficiency in order to deal with parametric MSHT problems, in whichweconsider multiple pairs of likelihood functions for null andalternative hypotheses.
Definition 2: OptSS for parametric MSHT
The statistic z = z(x) is sufficientfor a parametric MSHT problem if a function α(x; z) exists such that p(x|z, θ i ) = p(x|z) = α(x; z) holds for anyi = 1, ..., m.
A sufficientstatistic for a parametric MSHTis called anoptimal sufficient statistic (OptSS) for the MSHT because there is a significance thresholding function S ODP (z(x)) that is equivalent to an optimal thresholding function S ODP (x) if z is an OptSS.
If parametric forms of null andalternative likelihood functions, parameters, andbinary values h i are all given, the following lemma andits corollary hold.
Lemma 2: ODP on OptSS
is an optimal thresholding functionif zis an OptSS for the parametric MSHT.
Proof:
Bythe definitionof the OptSS, p(x|z) exists such that
hold, where θ i ∈ Φ and θ i ∈ Θ ∩ Φ c hold for h i = 0 and h i = 1, respectively. Then,
holds. Likewise,¯f 1 (x) = p(x|z)¯f 1 (z) holds. Consequently, wehavē
Corollary 2: optimal local FDR
The local FDR l(z(x)) is also an optimal thresholding function if z is an OptSS with respect to the parametric MSHT.
This Corollary 2 shows the merit of the conceptof sufficiency in parametric MSHTs. Discussions on optimality are important because, in empirical Bayesian testing, various kinds of statistics have been used that are not necessarily OptSSs.
OptSS for moregeneral MSHT problems
Wecan extend the above discussion to more general situations, i.e., nonparametric andsemi-parametric MSHTs. Let us broaden the definition of sufficiency as follows.
Definition 3: sufficiency for non-parametric likelihoods of hypotheses
The statistic z = z(x) is sufficientfor multiple pairs of null and alternative likelihood functions, p(x|i, h i = 0), p(x|i, h i = 1), i = 1, . . . , m, ifp(x|z) exists such that p(x|z, i, h i = 0) = p(x|z, i, h i = 1) = p(x|z) holds for alli.
Definition4: sufficiency for pooled non-parametric likelihoods of hypotheses
The statistic z = z(x) is sufficientfor pooled non-parametric likelihoods of hypotheses, f *
For these non-parametric definitions of sufficiency, Lemma 2 still holds. The proof is straightforward.
Definition 3 is a broader version of Definition 2 because, if p (x|z, i, h 
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z(x) is suffiSimilarly, in a semi-parametric model f (x|θ, ξ) , the statistic cient with respect to the parameterθ if p(x|z, θ, ξ) = p(x|z, ξ) holds. A more rigorous definitionis as follows.
Definition 5: sufficiency for semi-parametriclikelihoods of hypotheses
By a similar discussion to that in the parametric case, Lemma2 also holds here.
These non-andsemi-parametric definitions of sufficiency broaden the applicability of the optimal thresholding functions. In Section 5.1, wewill show practical examples.
Minimality
A sufficientstatistic z = z(x) is aminimal sufficient statistic if a function ζ(·) exists such that ζ(z(x)) =z(x) holds for everyother sufficientstatistic˜z. Such minimalitycanbe extendedto OptSS for MSHT. Note that a minimal sufficientstatistic is not necessarily unique.
Empirical estimationof optimal thresholding functions
In this section, weconsider estimation processes of optimal thresholding functions fromempirical data samples.
Equivalence and difference between possibleoptions
As wasshownin the previous sections, there are many possibilities for selecting the set of presumptions that achieves optimal thresholding functions; sets I andII in Fig. 3 are examples. These sets are equivalent in the sense that
A hierarchical relationship betweenthe quantities that are neededto achieve the optimal thresholding functions andthe FDRcontrol. The EODP andempirical Bayesian local FDRare obtained by estimation under the sets of presumptions I andII, respectively. The arrows have the samefunctions as those in Fig. 1 .
an optimal thresholding function is available if weknowall the quantities in either set, while the sets are different wheneach of the quantities in these sets is estimated on the basis of empirical data. Wewill discuss in this section various options to empirically estimate optimal thresholding functions.
To list the various quantities in the sets of presumptions, weexplain Fig.  3 in detail. Figure 3 wasdrawn byintegrating Figs. 1 and2 underthe following considerations. First, weomit the differencebetweenlikelihood functions based on the observation x andthose on an OptSS z because only ratios rather than individual likelihood functions are to be considered as the final outcome. Second, weignore the difference betweenthe pooled andthe averaged likelihood functions, f * and¯f, respectively, because, as wasshownin Section 2.4, there is no way to identify whether the estimated quantity, e.g., f, is an estimation of f * or¯f. Accordingly, Fig. 3 in total illustrates hierarchical relationships betweenvarious quantities in MSHTand, with this figure, wecaneasily select a set of quantities fromexhaustive options to achieve an optimal thresholding function. For example, a node¯f(z) has three parents, f 1 (z),¯f 0 (z), andπ 0 , whichmeansthat¯f(z) is available if¯f 1 (z),¯f 0 (z), and π 0 are all available. In addition, if these quantities are available, the local FDR π 0f0 (z) /¯f(z) is also available. However, even whenone of the parents of¯f(z), e.g.,¯f 1 (z), is not available, the local FDR canstill be available by directly estimating¯f(z) from empirical data. As in this example, there are
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• A: The original EODP function, eqn. (6), wasbased on direct estimation of the quantitiesĥ i ,θ 1i , andθ 0i , for alli = 1, ..., m. Recall that the EODP functionfor a parametric MSHTfolloweddirectly fromthe original form of the optimal thresholding function (2). This situation corresponds to set I in Fig. 3 .
In empirical Bayesian testing, empirical samples null samples z (1) , ..., z (B) wereused to estimate the three quantities¯f 0 (z) ,¯f(z), and π 0 . A direct estimation of the above three quantities leads to an estimate of the local FDR. This situation corresponds to set II in Fig. 3.
• C:When a ratio of the average likelihood functionsr(z) def =¯f 0 (z) /¯f(z) andnull proportion π 0 are estimated asˆr(z) andˆπ 0 , respectively, the local FDRis available asπ 0ˆr (z). Namely,individual quantities of¯f 0 (z) and¯f(z) are not necessary if wehave good estimation ofr(z). This is the case discussed in Efron et al. (2001) 
andPloner et al. (2006).
• D:When an exact null probability distribution is presumedfor each test i = 1, ..., m, wehave the exact averaged one,¯f 0 (z), andtherefore simply needto estimate¯f(z) and π 0 to achieve the local FDR.
The principled wayto select a single option from the above options is to follow the so-called Vapnik's principle: never solve a problem that is more general than the one youactuallyneedto solve (Vapnik,2000) . Namely,on the basis of Vapnik's principle, option Dis the most desirable because it requires minimal information if¯f 0 (z) is available. Similarly, whenf 0 (z) is not available, option Dis not applicable andoption Cis desirable. When wetake option B, weshould estimate the averaged total andnull distributions,ˆf(z) andˆf 0 (z), respectively, byan existing density estimation technique, such as bin-gridded histogram, kernel-smoothed histogram, or non-parametric density estimation. However, these densityestimation techniques may suffer fromlarge estimation variances, especially whenthe dimensionality of the statistic space is large. In addition, estimators forˆf(z) andˆf 0 (z) will have different sizes of optimal bins or kernels to each other. These practical difficulties cannegatively affectthe estimation of the ratio.
In addition to the above-mentionedoptions in quantities to be estimated, there are many possible options in selecting OptSSs because OptSSs for an MSHTproblem are not unique. These options should be compared while considering estimation procedures; whenthere are multiple OptSSs z, the best statistic is the one withwhichestimation accuracies of the key quantities, e.g., f(z), are the best. In general, minimalOptSSs (see Section 3.3) are desirable because estimation accuracy for high-dimensional statistics is likely lowwhen using a standarddensity estimation method. However, minimalOptSSs are not unique, andthere is no criterion for selecting a single one. It should be noted that there canbe cases in whicha statistic with a lower dimensionality than that of a minimalOptSS exhibits better performancethan OptSSs. Accordingly, optimal detection power with empirical estimation cannot be determinedsolely by theory; rather, it should be considered with concrete estimation methods, whichwill be discussed in the following subsection.
Existing estimationmethods
In this subsection, we discuss existing estimation methods for each of the required nodes in Fig. 3 .
There are several waysto directly estimate the pooled or average likelihood ratio on the basis of empirical andsimulated-null samples, z 1 , ..., z m and z (1) , ..., z (B) , respectively. Efron et al. (2001) presented twomethodsto estimatethe local FDR:a bin counting methodanda logistic regression.
In the bin counting method, the statistic spaceZ is separated into multiple bins, then the numbers of observed andsimulated-null statistics are countedand their ratios calculatedin each bin. Ploner et al. (2006) applied a bin counting methodto 2Dstatistics, similar to (Efron et al., 2001 ) except that a smoothing constraint wasintroducedso that the differences in ratios in twoneighboring bins are reduced. These methodsare not very feasible, especially whenthe dimensionalityof the statistic space is large. In a bin withfixedwidth,the average numberof samples exponentially decreases andestimation variance will increase. Witha fixedaverage numberof samples in each bin, the widthsof the bins increase, i.e., the resolution becomespoorer. In the machinelearning community, a recently proposed methodto directly estimate the likelihood ratio showedgood estimation performanceon average evenin a high-dimensional space of statistics (Sugiyama et al., 2008) . Although recent methodssuch as the above are promising, wedo not believe that they are the finalsolution for MSHTproblems because the direct objective in MSHTis to obtain a good rejection region rather than a good estimation of the likelihood ratio andthere may be a gap betweenthe twoobjectives. Further investigation is still required to estimate a likelihood ratio of high-dimensional statistics that will lead to a better rejection region for MSHTs.
Another important issue is howto generate null samples, z (1) , ..., z (B) , so that they becomerandom samples fromthe pooled or average null distribution
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The International Journal of Biostatistics, Vol. 5 [2009 ], Iss. 1, Art. 20 DOI: 10.2202 /1557 -4679.1163 f 0 (z). A simple resampling methodhas often been used for generating null statistics in differential tests, e.g., Efron et al. (2001); Ploner et al. (2006), and Tusher et al. (2001) , where the group membershipof each sample is randomly permutedso that the resultant statistics are distributed regardless of the group membership. FDR based on such a resampling method, however, is likely overestimated because permutedsamples should include a certain amountof samples from the alternative distribution that wouldmake the variance of the simulated-null distribution larger than that of the true null distribution. Corrections for such an effecthave also been developed (Xie et al., 2005; Jiao andZhang, 2008) . Note that a problem arises whenwecannotassume i.i.d. samples because the resampling methodis difficult to applyin such cases. An explicit formof null distribution is desirable, as for option Dabove, but is not necessarily available in general.
To estimate the null proportionπ 0 , procedures have been proposed, e.g., Storey et al. (2004) ; Langaas et al. (2005 ), andNettleton et al. (2006 . Estimating π 0 is in itself an important problem because π 0 depicts the quality and significance of an entire experiment consisting of multiple tasks. Note that although it is better to estimate the local FDRto obtain an OptSS, the null proportion canbe estimated on the basis of total andnull distributions of a simple statistic rather than of OptSSs.
Estimation of every test statusĥ i wasrequired for calculating the EODP as in option A above. This may be a little confusing, but to investigate the h i status better, weneed a rough estimation of h i . A simple statistic is used to perform a rough estimation of h i , andthe estimated status is next used to calculate the EODP that better estimates the status. Wefoundthat a recursive application of the estimation sometimes works well but sometimes poorly and,moreover, may not converge. The estimation of eachĥ i is required evenin options B andCbecause resampling is doneon a set of pre-estimated null samples to reduce the resampling bias (Xie et al., 2005; Jiao andZhang, 2008) .
Examples
In this section, weshowthat an optimal thresholding functionthat is derived for MSHTbased on a parametric modelcanstill be optimal for a widerrange of semi-parametric models; this is shownby deriving OptSSs for twosimple MSHT problems as examples. In addition, weexplain whynon-parametric methodsbased on the frameworkof empirical Bayesian testing exhibited almost similar detection powerto the ODP.
Test of means
In a test of means, weassume a datagenerative modelx ij = µ i + ϵ ij anda pair of hypotheses H 0i : µ i = 0 and H 1i : µ i ̸ = 0 for the ith test. First, weconsider a parametric MSHTthat assumes a Gaussian modelwhosevariance is specific in each test i, ϵ ij ∼ N(0, σ 2 i ), so that the likelihood functionbecomes
,
is a 2Dparameter vector. Maximum likelihood estimations of the parameters of the null andalternative hypotheses are given aŝ
where
Consequently, the 2D statistic z(x) = (⟨x⟩, ⟨x 2 ⟩) is an OptSS. Although this OptSS is only a sufficientstatistic for the probability density f(x; θ), they are not equivalent in general.
In fact, whenwe can in addition assume a common variance, σ 2 i = σ 2 , for all tests i = 1, ..., m, a one-dimensional statistic z(x) = (⟨x⟩) becomesan OptSS, whereas⟨x 2 ⟩ is still neededto estimate σ 2 in the parametric probability density functionf(x; µ i , σ 2 ). Next, weconsider a semi-parametric MSHT in whichthe noise ϵ ij is assumedto obey an arbitrary non-Gaussian probability density. That is, the noise obeys a parametric modelp(ϵ ij |ξ i ), whereξ i is a nuisance parameter with possibly infinite degrees of freedom. There are possibly additional constraints on the nuisance parameter.
(b) Noise variance can be different betweentests, but normalizedfunction shapes of noise distributions are common for all tests. Namely,the nuisance parameter ξ i is composedof an independentvariance σ 2 i anda common (higher order) shape part ξ, such that p(ϵ ij |ξ i ) = g(ϵ ij /σ i ; ξ) holds where g(x; ξ) is an arbitrary density functionwith ∫ g(x; ξ) dx = 1 for any ξ, and σ
Note that this situation is still semi-parametric.
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The International Journal of Biostatistics, Vol. 5 [2009 ], Iss. 1, Art. 20 DOI: 10.2202 /1557 -4679.1163 As canbe easily confirmed, the one-dimensional statistic z(x) = (⟨x⟩) is an OptSS in case (a), andthe 2Dstatistic z(x) = (⟨x⟩, ⟨x 2 ⟩) is an OptSS in case (b). Accordingly, the OptSSs derived for the parametric Gaussian modelare still optimally sufficientfor a widevariety of modelsbeyondthe parametric Gaussian model. Even whenGaussian noise cannotbe assumed, the above condition (b) mayhold, at least approximately. For example, whenthere are non-negligible numbers of outliers that comefrom an arbitrary density, condition (b) approximately holds if the proportion anddensityof outliers are similar betweenthe cases with null andalternative hypotheses holding.
Detection of DEgenesbetween groups
As another typical example, weconsider a microarray data analysis to detect DE genes whose meanexpression levels are different betweentwogroups. Storey et al. (2007) assumedthe following Gaussian model:
is the set of modelparameters, and c(j) ∈ {1, 2} denotes the label of the group to whichthe jth sample belongs. The maximum likelihood estimators of the parameters in the null andalternative hypotheses, H 0i : µ (1)i = µ (2)i and H 1i : µ (1)i ̸ = µ (2)i , respectively, are given aŝ
Thus, the three-dimensional statistic z(x) = (⟨x⟩ (1) , ⟨x⟩ (2) , ⟨x 2 ⟩) is an OptSS for this problem.
In many DE gene detection analyses, however, the gene expression dataare normalizedin a pre-processing stage so that the mean(or median)expression of each gene is zero, i.e., ⟨x i ⟩ = 0, whichintroduces an additional constraint n 1 ⟨x i ⟩ (1) + n 2 ⟨x i ⟩ (2) = 0, making the optimal statistic shrink to 2D z(x) = (⟨x⟩ (1) , ⟨x 2 ⟩). Weemphasize that this suggests equivalence betweenthe EODP andthe 2D empirical Bayes in DE detection tasks. Ploner et al. (2006) proposed local FDRs based on several options of 2D statistics: ( t i , log se i ), ( ⟨x⟩ (1) − ⟨x⟩ (2) , log se i ), and(⟨x⟩ (1) − ⟨x⟩ (2) , log 10 pv i ), where
are the pooled standarderror andthe classicalt-statistic, respectively, s 2 (c) i is the variance of gene i in the sample group c = 1, 2, andpv i is thep-value of the test statistict i . These 2D statistics are equivalent in terms of sufficiency in MSHT, although their distributions in the 2Dstatistic space have different shapes, whichwouldproducea differencein the estimation efficiency byusing, for example, non-parametric kernel densityestimation. Perelman et al. (2007) compared local FDRs withthe ODPfor these 2Dstatistics andfoundthat the twokinds of statistics werealmost comparable. The reason for the comparative performanceis clarifiedin accordance withthe theoretical frameworkpresented in this paper; namely,these methodswere optimal because the corresponding 2Dstatistics were both OptSSs.
Note that whenthe numberof groups k is more than two, the statistics dimensionalitymustat least be k for sufficiency. Thus, the 2Dstatistics are no longer sufficient. However, non-parametric estimation of probability densities and/orlikelihood ratios for high-dimensional statistics canbe difficult.Then, trade-offs betweenstrict sufficiency and'the curse of dimensionality' may exist. A remaining important problem to consider is effective estimation by using statistics whosedimensionalities are lower than those of the optimal statistics.
Conclusion
In this article, weclarified the relationship betweenseveral sufficientsets of presumptions to obtain optimal thresholding functions for MSHTs (Figs. 1,  2, and3) andprovedthat the local FDRis an optimal thresholding function if it is calculatedbyusing an OptSS (Section 3). Moreover, wesuggested that the standardestimation methodsfor the local FDRcouldbe better than those
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The International Journal of Biostatistics, Vol. 5 [2009 ], Iss. 1, Art. 20 DOI: 10.2202 /1557 -4679.1163 for the ODPbecause there are methodsto estimate pooled likelihood directly without estimating individualnull andalternative likelihood functions, following Vapnik'sprinciple (Section 4). In simple examples, weshowedthat OptSSs for a parametric MSHTare still optimal for a widerrange of non-andsemiparametric MSHTproblems (Section 5). Consequently, our recommendation in general is to use a local FDR thresholding function with an OptSS, not only because it is theoretically optimal under a parametric MSHT, but also because it canstill be optimal for a widerrange of non-andsemi-parametric MSHTproblems. Another reason is that there are better empirical estimation methodsthan the standardestimation methodsfor the ODP.
Webelieve the above recommended strategy will be of great help in designing an MSHTprocedure in general because it has been a difficult task to appropriately design hypothesis testing that is the most effectivefor a specific situation. Our strategy canbe used in almost all situations for parametric MSHTmodels (Fig. 3) . Many parametric MSHTproblems use (explicitly or implicitly) densityfunctions belonging to the exponential familyfor whichthe corresponding OptSSs are easily obtained. Moreover, the notion of OptSSs is valid not onlyfor exponential-family density functions but also for a more general class of hypotheses that canbe defined in a semi-parametric manner. Thus, as wehave shownwith two simple examples in Section 5, whenone encounters a newMSHT problem, a good approach is to consider a simple parametric MSHT modelfor whichan OptSS is derived andthen extend it to apply to a more general class of semi-parametric models. Accordingly, the design strategy of optimal thresholding functions based on OptSSs is widely applicable to various practical MSHTproblems.
Conservativeness in controlling FDR is an important issue in MSHT. In general, estimating optimal thresholding functions andapplying a threshold should be considered with conservativeness, although this is beyondthe scope of the current study. However, weshould note that there are practical cases that require an optimal thresholding function with neither FDR control nor conservativeness. For example, whenthe numberof all candidatebio-markers is too large to be measuredbya high-cost measurementdevice, the investigator may want to select a small pre-determined numberof candidatesbysolving an MSHTproblem through performing a cheaper screening study. This screening needs an accurate order of candidates, whichis determinedby the optimal thresholding function, but does not needanyFDRcontrol. Withomission of FDR control, the estimation process becomeseasier because wedo not need the null proportion π 0 , whose estimation is still problematic especially when there is high correlation betweenmultiple tests. In such cases, the optimal thresholding function is simply given byr (z) ≈ f 0 (z) /f (z) if z is an OptSS.
